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Fitted with a 140cc Chinese engine, it looked like a
lot of fun.

engine rebuild and gearbox overhaul in 1999.
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PAST EVENTS
Sat & Sun Feb 12th & 13th – “The Classic Dirt Bike Show”
Telford International Centre.
Despite the absence of some regular exhibitors in the
main halls, there were plenty of visitors enjoying this
excellent show. The autojumble was very busy and
stall-holders were doing brisk business. Tucked away
amongst the Classic British singles, and the shiny ‘80s
moto-crossers was this eccentric Honda step-thru
trials outfit.

Bonneville prices continue to be strong across the
board, reflecting their popularity with UK buyers. You
can find the full auction results here.
https://www.brightwells.com
Wednesday Feb 16th - Brightwell’s Timed on-line
Classic Car & Motorcycle Auction
A disappointing sale for vendors, with more than half
the lots not selling and many of the others selling only
after serious “post-hammer” negotiations. Of the
machines mentioned
in issue 68, the “In
your face” US-styled
1958 Triumph Tiger
100
made
a
respectable £8,852. It
deserved
an
enthusiastic
new
owner and I hope it’s
got
one.
The
immaculate
low
mileage 1973 Honda
CL175 “Street Scrambler”, offered for the second
time of asking made £3,089. A lot of shiny bike for the
money. The 1950 ES2 Norton, offered in at least two
previous Brightwell’s catalogues, finally sold at Pugh’s
for £4,494.
Top price of the day - £9,438, was paid for a smart if
undistinguished, matching numbers, 1967 Triumph
Bonneville T120. Imported into the UK in 1998, it had
received lots of care and attention, including a full

Saturday February 19th – Auction of motorcycles – HJ
Pugh Ledbury.
If not the biggest classic bike catalogue, then it was
unarguably the best yet. Buyers parted with almost
£600,000 for 190 VMCC eligible machines (i.e. those
over 25 years old). Top price, as expected, was the
£29,592 needed to take home the 1949 HRD engined
Vincent Rapide “project”. The bike was auctioned
twice after an opening internet bid of £40,000 had
shocked the packed room into bewildered silence.

It transpired that the bid was “unintentional” and
Pugh’s generously agreed to put the bike up for sale
a second time. Controversy dogged one of the other
stars of the show, when it was announced that the
numbers of the much anticipated and very desirable
1979 “square case” Ducati SS900, did not match

those on the log book. Bidding was, as you might
expect, somewhat subdued as buyers digested this
information and it remained unsold, with a top
hammer bid of just £6,400.
The large Italian
collection attracted
plenty of bidders,
but
prices
were
steady rather than
spectacular. Of the
machines covered
in issue 68, the early
drum braked Morini
3½ disappointed at £3,069, the same price as its
500cc cousin, but the rare 1967, Benelli 650 Tornado
twin fared a little better making £4,384.

might expect to have achieved some sort of
financial security, with mortgage paid, a growing
pension pot (and your kids sending you money each
month!!!) An ideal time perhaps, to own something
you could never afford back in the day.
You can see the full results on HJ Pugh’s website.
Sunday Feb 20th – Breakfast ride-in to the Watering
Hole Cafe, Aymestry, Herefordshire, HR6 9SR, from
10:00 a.m.
Rain, rain and more rain. A good turnout, but mostly
car-bound. A couple of brave souls did go on 2
wheels achieving the all-important smug satisfaction.
Hang your heads you chocolate soldiers!!!

Thursday March 10th 10:00 - Tesco to the Moon.
A disappointing turnout for this excellent short ride. If
you ever need reminding that pride comes before a
fall then note that Geoff McGladdery’ s Honda XL350
ran like a nine-bob watch, until it expired at the
splendid New Harp Inn at Hoarwithy. It is now on the
“naughty step” at Brian Blandford’s workshops. Don’t
you just hate motorcycles!

Tuesday March 8th 11:00 Brunch ride-in - The Bean
Box café, 4 Bridge Street, Hay -on-Wye, HR3 5DE.
A decent window in the weather saw a good turnout
to this new venue. Excellent coffee and the best
bacon bap consumed on any of these ride-ins.

EVENTS TO LOOK FORWARD TO

It was the Japanese collection that emptied buyers
wallets, with the surprise of the day being this
immaculate (and presumably very correct) 1976
Suzuki GT380 triple making an exceptional £10,960,
the same price as paid for a 1975 Kawasaki Z900 1B
in similar condition. First place in the battle of the
immaculate seventies "sixteeners" went to the 1974
Yamaha FS1E which made £7,014. The 1973 Honda
SS50 and the 1976 Suzuki AP50 could only tie for the
runner up spot making £4,165 each. Wise old heads
were shaken at the prices paid for these small
machines, but they point to one of the key drivers of
classic bike prices. If you were 16 in 1975, with your
nose pressed to the glass of the local dealer’s
showroom, you would now be in your early sixties and

Thursday March 17th - 19:00 – Club night East - The
Moon Mordiford. HR1 4LW
All existing and intending members welcome.
Nothing formal, just a chance get together for a pint
and a chat.

Geoff McGladdery’s XL350 Honda is almost run in
after its engine re-build and seems to be
reliable……… at last!

Wednesday March 23rd 11:00 Brunch ride-in, Kirsty's
Café, New Street, Bishop's Castle, SY9 5DQ.
Just meet up for Brunch (Breakfast or morning coffee
if you prefer). Choose your own route there and back
and ride what you fancy. Please note that this event
has been moved from its original date in October.
The change has been made in order to give
South Shropshire members an early season
opportunity to get together. The Shropshire Section
has ceased to function and we hope that in some
small way, we can help to re-energise it. Until a new
section is running effectively, we are inviting
members in the area, to join in with our activities.

Saturday March 26th - Trail ride 1 - Starts at Hundred
House, car park, LD1 5RY. NW of Builth Wells on the
A481 - 10:00 for 10:30.
A route over legal
tracks,
unclassified
roads
and
small
tarmac lanes. Suitable
for beginners on Trail
bikes,
or
more
experienced riders on
appropriately
shod
road bikes. Includes
the famous "Waterbreak-its-neck"
trail
over the Radnor Hills.
Parking is available at
the start. Please note
that there are no lunch
or coffee stops on the
route and event is
open ONLY to machines over 25 years of age and to
VMCC members only. Off-road tyres are strongly
recommended. Please call Paul Farley 01874 610303
if you are intending to come on the ride.
This was our first ever section trail ride back in May
2021 and an amazing 18 riders turned out. Since then
these rides have rightly become a core part of our
riding programme.
Sunday 3 April 2022 - Malvern Festival of Transport Three Counties Showground, Malvern, WR13 6NW
09:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

A mixed classic bike and car show, with autojumble
and trade stands. Over 500 vehicles are expected,
including some commercials. There is usually an
excellent concourse event for bikes, which always
throws up some interesting and unusual machines.
Wednesday, 6th April 2022 – Classic Motorcycle
Auction - National Motorcycle Museum, Coventry
Road, Bickenhill, West Midlands, B92 0EJ.
Mike Davis is building an excellent catalogue for
what is always one of the best attended sales of the
year. Rarities and oddities shine out from the Gold
Stars and the mid-century British twins.

There’s not much odder or rarer than this 1924 600cc
Scott Sociable, believed to be one of just six
remaining from the 200 or so made.

This highly original 1949 V11T 125cc Vespa, hiding
amongst a cluster of top quality early scooters, is the

oldest known example in the UK. It will surely attract
the specialist bidders.
Mindful of the staggering £23,600 paid for the
“Barn find” 1964 Lambretta GT200 in their Oct ’21 sale
(see issue 65), this “time-warp” Vespa is guided at an
ambitious £25k - £30k.
Star of the show has to be a highly original and
splendidly patinated 1929 1000cc Coventry Eagle
E120. Its guide price of £60,000 - £70,000 may turn out
to be too modest. A 1925 Flying 8 sold for £220k and
change at the Bonhams Stafford Sale in April 2019!

Thursday April 7th
10:30 – Mid-week
ride. Meet at the
OK
Diner
Leominster
HR6
0DQ - at 09:30 for
10:00 start.
A great mix of
open roads and
scenic lanes, takes
us through South
Shropshire
and
over the Long
Mynd, stopping for
coffee
at
The
Castle Hotel in
Bishops Castle, SY9
5BN around 11:15. You are welcome to join the ride
here if it is more convenient. Finishes at Ludlow Food
centre HR6 0DQ for late lunch. Our longest running
section ride and very popular, particularly if the
weather is good.

Thursday April 7th - 19:30 – Club night West - The
Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, LD2 3AR.
All existing and intending members welcome. A
good chance to get together and chat. As dusk isn’t
until 8:30 p.m. you might like to ride there.
Sunday April 10th - The Dams Run - Meet at The Cattle
Shed Cafe, Penrhos Court, Lyonshall, HR5 3LH, at
10:00 for a 10:30 start.
An excellent ride, taking in the Elan Valley and the
Eppynt as well as some of the best parts of Mid-Wales
and the Borders.
The morning ride of
70 miles takes us to
lunch at the Elan
Valley visitors centre
LD6 5HP. The 35 mile
afternoon
session
takes us through the
lanes and over the
Begwyns to the
Granary Café at
Hay-on-Wye,
HR3
5DB. This run always
attracts older bikes
and run leader, Rob
Woodford will be
mounted on one his
early Triumphs, like
this Triumph CO
350cc.
A great
chance to drag your girder fork or rigid bike out of
the shed?
Tuesday April 12th - Brunch ride-in - Honey Café,
Bronllys, Brecon, LD3 0LH – 11:00 a.m. Just meet up
for Brunch (morning coffee if you prefer), choose
your own route there and back , ride what you fancy
and feel free to bring friends.
Thursday April 14th - "Trail ride 2” - Regent House Filling
Station, Clyro HR3 5SB - 10:00 for 10:30
Suitable for beginners, using smaller tarmac lanes
and unclassified roads, taking in the longer lanes,
Doctors Pool, Black Yatt and parts of the Begwyns.

Limited parking is available at the start. The ride is
open ONLY to machines over 25 years of age and to
VMCC members only. Off-road tyres are strongly
recommended." Please call Paul Farley 01874 610303
if you are intending to come on this ride.

at least 2 weeks prior to opening. Event stickers,
badges and certificates will be awarded as usual.
You can see pictures from previous editions here on
our section website.
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/current-year/
Thursday April 21st - 19:00 – Club night East - The
Moon Mordiford. HR1 4LW
All existing and intending members welcome.
Nothing formal, just a chance get together for a pint
and a chat. Why not come early and sample their
excellent food. As dusk isn’t until 8:30 p.m. you might
even like to ride there.

Friday April 15th - Opening day of the "Cwmpas" ride
Introduced in 2020 as a substitutes for the COVID hit
Herefordshire on the Edge, Cwmpas ran again in
2021, proving
so
popular
that there will
an event in
2022, centred,
as usual on
Mid-Wales. A
self-certifying

navigational challenge,
Cwmpas ’22 will be open
from April 15th (Good
Friday) until Oct 5th. You
choose which waypoints
you wish to visit, when you
wish to visit them and
which routes you wish to
take. Detailed waypoint
information
will
be
available on our website

Saturday & Sunday April 23rd & 24th - The International
Classic MotorCycle Show Staffordshire County
Showground, Weston Rd, Stafford, ST18 0BD.
Along with its autumn cousin, the Stafford shows are
still the biggest and the best classic bike shows in the
UK. The mix of autojumble, club and trade stands is
irresistable
to
the thousands
of visitors, who
flock
there
every year.
If you’ve never
been,
you
should give it a
whirl. Saturday
is the best day
as many of the
autojumblers
don’t bother to
stay for the Sunday, or they leave early. Tickets are
£17 on the gate (beware long queues) or £14.50 in
advance. Children under 15 go free.
Saturday & Sunday April 23rd & 24th – Bonhams Spring
sale - The International Classic MotorCycle Show
Staffordshire County Showground, Weston Rd,
Stafford, ST18 0BD
This is one of the most important motorcycle sales in
the world, attracting “marquee” machines and
international collectors to a catalogue flush with
Brough Superiors, Vincents and other exotica. For

mere mortals like me, this is one to watch rather than
participate in, although it is not unkown for real
bargains to slip by the serious bidders towards the
end of the day. Although the catalogue is far from
complete yet, it doesn’t disappoint.

like about this electric start 2x3 speed 98cc Rotary
valve gem? Described by American magazine
‘Cycle World’ in a hugely positive review as, “A nearperfect lightweight for the non-racing Trail Rider”, it
would certainly be on my shopping list.

How about raiding your piggy bank to become the
new owner of the ex-Les Graham, Swiss Grand Prixwinning 1948 Velocette 348cc KTT MkVIII?
Not only did this rare Velo win in Swizerland, in 1952,
it was runner up in the 350cc Worlld Championship, a
year when Les was contracted to MV Augusta for the
500cc Grands Prix. This same machine sold at
Bonhams in 2005 for £38,900 and the guide price this
time around is £50,000 - £70,000.

If you do get carried away, just remember that
Bonham’s buyer’s commission is 15% +VAT, or £180
per £1000 hammer price. There is some good news. If
you pay more than £500,000 for machine, the
additional price attracts a mere £144 per £1,000. By
way of reference, the buyer’s commission on
motorcycles at Pugh’s is £96 per £1,000.
Sunday April 24th - "Three wheels on my Wagon" Bromyard Market Square, HR7 4BP 10:00 for 10:30.
A run designed specifically for 3 wheelers (solos are
welcome too), finishing at the Three Horseshoes, Little
Cowarne for (optional) lunch. The inaugural event in
2021 produced an excellent and varied entry. We
hope to see even more 3-wheelers this year.

LARA
LARA is an umbrella organisation and forum that
brings together the leading national associations in
off-road motor sport and recreation. LARA promotes
and advocates responsible and sustainable motor
sport and recreation, and offers advice and training
on all aspects of land use and is indisputably the lead
body in this field (no pun intended!).
Unfortunately, and somewhat controversially, the
VMCC is no longer a member of LARA, the Board,
taking the position that the expense of joining these
“umbrella” organisations wasn’t justified. It would
appear that following pressure from individual
members, your Board is considering a change in its
position. Several VMCC members independently
subscribed the equivalent of an Associate
Membership fee into the LARA Fighting Fund in order
to retain a creditable and participative VMCC
presence at meetings and to remain on the
information circulation list. Our club’s own RAG group
has now sent to the Board a formal recommendation
to re-affiliate not just to LARA, but to FHBVC and MAG
too. LARA Membership is particularly important at this
time as an amendment to the Environment Bill is
under consideration and could possibly lead to
significant restrictions to Green lanes. We need to be
sure that our case is heard. Why not take a look at
LARA’s website – you can find it here:https://laragb.org/

(I am indebted to David Giles, our unofficial
representative on LARA for much of this information
…Ed)
UNDER £1000 –

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
ride away, with current V5Cs and MOTs (where required)
for less than £1,000 and all VMCC eligible (made before
Jan 1st 1997).

For about 1/3 of the KTT money you might be able to
own this beautiful “small” 1925 Indian 596cc Scout.
Beautiful as it is, I would like mine to have a front
brake!
Down in the bargain basement, alongside bikes like
the 1952 Bown “project” you will find this exquisite
1969 Yamaha 100 LT5 Trailmaster. What is there not to

Bikes are getting harder to find in this category, but
we have managed to search out a couple of
interesting “Big-uns” this month.
This 1985 BMW four cylinder K100 has 94,000 miles on
the clock, but anyone who has ever owned one will
tell you that’s only just run-in. These BMW bruisers can
drag you (and probably your caravan) to 124 mph

and (without the caravan) can do 0-60 mph in a
shade over 4 seconds! They stop well too with 2 twin
piston 11” discs up front. This K100 has a couple of
months MOT left, has recently had new Bridgestone
tyres fitted and is for sale on Gumtree for £895.

Whilst
strictly
speaking
this
lovely little 1973
Kawasaki
100
G4RTC, doesn’t
qualify
for
inclusion in this
column, as it isn’t
running and it
doesn’t yet have
a V5C, it is most definitely in the spirit, costing just
£920. Richard Caddick is it’s lucky new owner of this
rare disc valve 100cc ten-speeder. Weighing in at
less than 85kg, It will make an excellent steed for
future section trail rides!

BASKET CASE EXCELSIOR
Spurred on by the success of his K75 restoration (see
issue 68) Tony Page has decided to tackle ths basket
case 98cc Excelsior.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing. We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertising – that must be your responsibility.

This Classic 1993 Honda, CBR1000F can make
164mph, and do a standing ¼ mile in 10.7 seconds. It
should stop well too as it has 2 twin-pot 11 ½” discs
up front and a twin-pot 11” disc to the rear.

Also for sale on Gumtree, it comes with full luggage,
has covered around 37,000 miles and still has 3
months of MOT left. Asking the price for this wellequipped tourer? - £950

TOP QUALITY PAINTING
We
have
had
a
couple
of
local(ish)
recommendations for painters. Mick White is happy
to recommend Paul Downes at Robin James
Engineering, Leominster, who, “Did a top job” on his
125 Ducati. Not only is Paul a nice guy, he’s a classic
sidecar racer too!!

Tony tells us, he”….. was given it in 1976 (really) by my
then girlfriend’s mum, who'd bought it for 50p at a
jumble sale. I got it running and rode it round my
parents' back garden with a squeezy bottle as a
carb. For some reason I must have taken the spark
plug out and not replaced it, so, unfortunately, it's
seized solid. Hence the diesel in the bore. Anyway,
it's followed me round all the places I've lived since,
living under a sheet in whatever shed I had at the
time. Having run
out of projects, I
thought it was
time. It is a 1959
Excelsior Consort
- 98cc of raw
power waiting to
be unleashed and a two speed
box. Note the
previous owner
used a couple of
door hinges as seat mounts. Class. I might retain this
admirable feature.” We will keep you updated with
Tony’s progress. If you are undertaking a restoration,
we would be pleased to hear from you.

VMCC MEMBERS’ INSURANCE SCHEME
You may recall the cases where Peter James
Insurance (PJI) issued policies which didn’t allow
members to ride other bikes not belonging to them,
because they had not insured any bikes over 350cc.
One of these has now been resolved and a new
policy issued. It seems there was a disconnect
between PJI staff on the ground and PJI’s strategic
intent. We are grateful to Bob Clark for successsfully
taking the matter up
with PJI. Bob believes
that this will no longer
be an issue for new
policyholders. If you
have been issued with a
policy preventing you
from
riding
other
motorcycles,
please
contact PJI directly. We
would still like to hear from members who have used
PJI as their insurers since the club’s scheme began
last year. Did you save any money? Were there any
other policy advantages?

TRAVELLING ABROAD WITH YOUR BIKE
HEALTH INSURANCE
We are indebted to reader Robin Fawcett for
pointing out an error in our piece in isssue 68. The
situation regarding health cards is as follows:Your old European Health Insurance card (EHIC)
remains valid until its expiry date. It has been
replaced by a new scheme – the UK Global Health
Insurance Card (GHIC), which can be used to get
free emergency treatment in EEC countries and
Switzerland. The site optimistically suggests that “A UK
GHIC may become valid in more countries in the
future.”
Full details of the scheme and how to apply for it can
be found on the NHS website. https://www.nhs.uk
The scheme will not cover anything other than
emergency medical treatment and we recommend
that you should consider private travel and
healthcare insurance, if you are planning to travel
abroad.
PASSPORTS AND VISAS

You should be aware that for entry into most
European countries your passport must be valid until
at least 3 months before your inended departure
from that country. It should also be less than 10 years
old. Rules are subject to change and there may be
natonal differences, so please check carefully
before you leave. If you need to renew or replace
your passport, the current estimated turnaround time
is 5 weeks.

“K” SERIES BMWS – FLYING BRICKS
Tony Page’s article on his K75 restoration (issue 68)
seems to have started something. Not only do we
feature a K100 in our “Under £1,000” section, we
have a very tidy K75
in our “FOR SALE”
section (see below).
A young looking
Section Secretary,
Roger Bibbings sent
us this great picture
of a K75 he owned
in 1982/3.
Roger recalls a 3
week tour of Italy,
Jugoslavia, Greece,
Italy, France and
Germany on it in 3
weeks. “I was a bit
fitter back then!”

A DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
It’s back! Sunday October 2nd - Mid-Wales Classic
Bike Show – Pant-y-dwr village hall Rhayader LD6 5LL.
It may be small, but its
packed
with
interesting
classic
machines and is well
worth the day out.
Arthur Browning was
the guest the last time
the show was held in
2019. The section will
be organising a “ridein” starting at Hereford and calling in at Leominster

and Kington along the way. If you would like to enter
a machine in the show, please contact organiser
Roger Mason on 01597 870241 or by email
rogeremason@msn.com

URGENT – LANDSCAPES REVIEW
What is the Landscapes Review?
In May 2018 the government asked for an
independent review into whether the protections for
National Parks and AONBs are still fit for purpose. In
particular, what might be done better, what
changes will help and whether the definitions and
systems in place are still valid. The review’s final report
was published on 21 September 2019.
A DEFRA consultation has gone further and includes
questions on whether or not the Government should
legislate to restrict the recreational use of motor
vehicles on unsealed and minor tarmac roads. You
can read it here
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government
/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/83
3726/landscapes-review-final-report.pdf
This obviously represents a clear and present threat
to our enjoyment of motorcycling in the countryside.
As you might expect, all the major pressure groups
will respond on our behalf, but we urge you to take
part in the consultation individually by completing
the questionairre, which you can find here. Do it
soon, as the deadline is April 8th.
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/future-landscapesstrategy/government-response-to-the-landscapesreview/consultation/intro/

SATNAVS AND ROUTE PLANNING
We will continue with Rob Hollidays excellent series in
our next newsletter, but if you’re itching to get started
Rob tells us that there is a good deal for My Route
App. You can find the buying options by following
this link
https://www.myrouteapp.com/en/shop This is the
link in the original mail “Buy it now at 25% discount”
button
Rob tells us that “The MRA Navigation Option is ‘the'
solution for custom ‘On Road’ Navigation via
SmartPhone.”

FOR SALE
1980 Kawasaki Z200 – £1800 OR NEAREST OFFER

Throttle body cover fitted.
Front fender extender fitted.
Rear mud flap fitted
New genuine BMW floating front discs and pads
fitted May 2021
Nivomat self-levelling suspension fitted May 2021
(original unit available as spare)
New BMW Enduroline Advanced 20Ah battery fitted
August 2021
You can contact Dick Willis by email dick@r-w-a.net
or by phone on 07976 288312

SECTION WEBSITE
You can find almost everything you need to know
about our section and its past present and future
activities on our website. Why not take a look?

Only 3 previous owners. Comes with Historic V5, so
exempt from Tax & MOT. Showing 51,353 km.

Call Mark on 07814498741 for more information or
email marksjenkins1960@btinternet.com
Also for sale: Ducati Scrambler Enduro

BMW K75 from May 1988 - £3,200 o.n.o.
Dick Wills bought this bike in 2021 from friends who
are BMW enthusiasts. He had owned a K75C years
ago, shortly after they were introduced, and
remembered it being lighter and smaller than the
fully faired tourers.
It was all he remembered it to be, but due to a hip
condition, he found he was unable to ride it for long
distances and has reluctantly decided to offer it for
sale.

Features:
Belly pan in metallic blue,
Wheels upgraded to the later 3 spoke version
Hazard warning lights and heated grips.
Current mileage 95,621
MOT to 08/08/2022, has not failed or had any
advisories ever, as far as known.
Taller screen fitted
K75C handlebars fitted (originals available for
replacement if required)
BMW K series top box and panniers
Original handbook and toolkit
Full service history; most recent service Oct 2021
New clutch fitted at 66,995 miles.
New front tyre fitted at 90,989 and rear tyre fitted at
92,402 miles.

BIKE OF THE MONTH FINDER – WE ARE STILL LOOKING
FOR A VOLUNTEER TO FIND BIKES FOR THIS PAGE.
We need a volunteer to find suitable bikes to post to
the website’s “Bike of the Month” page. There are no
qualifications, you simply need an eye for interesting
machinery of any era and a network of friends who
can help you to track down the right machinery.
Don’t worry about posting to the site, our webmaster
will take care of all of that for you.
WEBMASTER
Due to increased personal commitments, Graham
Walsh who has done such a fantastic job of setting
up and running our webite does not feel able to
continue as webmaster beyond the mid-year. We
need to find a volunteer to take over this vital role as
soon as possible. If your interests lie in this direction,
please give some thought to volunteering. You will
be given all training needed to run the website.
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/

Updates and other stuff can be found on our
Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire section. Feel
free to post to it. If you post stuff on your own
Facebook page, please remember to link it to ours. If
you’re not sure how to do it - ask your grandkids!
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

